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Abstract – We are talking about famous the Jacobian conjecture. Let f  and g  be polynomials dependent 

from two variables over the field K zero characteristics, [ ].,),(),,( yxKyxgyxf ∈  
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1 Introduction  
 

The Jacobian conjecture consists in next: If Jacobian ),)(,( yxgfJ  of polynomials gf , are 

invertible in the ring [ ]yxK , , then polynomials of gf , gives K – automorphism  of the ring 

[ ]yxK , . 

 

The Jacobian conjecture solved for a particular case. They are presented in the book [1]. 

Although, the problem does not fully solved. Below we will describe the solution of the 

problem. 

 

 

2 Formal Inverse Mapping 

 

On the line with polynomials [ ]yxK , , also important to consider and ring of formal power 

series [ ][ ]yxK , , where K – field. Here several pitfalls. Composition of polynomials are 

always defined, but composition of series does not. Composition of formal power series are 

defined in case, when power series without free terms. In other side, formal power series, 

different from zero with free term, always invertible in the ring [ ][ ]yxK , . So, in the book 

[1] has proven next theorem. 
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Formal inverse function theorem. Let [ ][ ]yxKyxgyxf ,),(),,( ∈  be formal power series 

with next properties: 
 

*)0,0)(,(0)0,0(,0)0,0( KgfJandgf ∈== . 

 

Then exists formal power series [ ][ ]yxKyxvyxu ,),(),,( ∈  such as  

 

0)0,0(,0)0,0( == vu ygfvxgfuand == ),(,),( . 

 

Moreover, such formal power series unique and satisfies condition yvugxvuf == ),(,),( . 

As result of the theorem immediately we can get next lemma.  

 

Lemma. If [ ][ ]yxKyxgyxf ,),(),,( ∈  polynomials with properties 

 

*),)(,(0)0,0(,0)0,0( KyxgfJandgf ∈==  

 

Then algebraic variate of polynomials f  and g consists from one zero point. Exactly, 

 

)}0,0{(}0),(,0),(),{(),( 2 ===∈= yxgyxfKyxgfV . 

 

Proof. Indeed, by the theorem of formal inverse function, exist series    

 

[ ][ ]yxKyxvyxu ,),(),,( ∈  

 

such as  

 

)0,0(0)0,0( vu == )),(),,(()),,(),,(( yxgyxfvyyxgyxfuxand == .  

 

Then, if  

),,(0),( bagbaf ==  

then, 

 

,0)0,0()),(),,((

,0)0,0()),(),,((

===

===

vbagbafvb

ubagbafua
 

 

that is -  )}0,0{(),( =gfV .  

 

After all, next theorem will be proven easily. 

 

The injective function theorem. Let [ ]yxKyxgyxf ,),(),,( ∈  polynomials with properties 

*),)(,( KyxgfJ ∈ . Then polynomials mapping 

 

)),(),,((),(,:
22

yxgyxfyxKK =→ φφ  

 

is injective. 
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Proof. Let ),(),( dcba φφ = . Consider next polynomials  

 

),,(),(),( bafbyaxfyxF −++=  ),(),(),( bagbyaxgyxG −++=  

 

Then  

 

*),)(,()0,0(0)0,0( KyxGFJandGF ∈==  

 

 By the lemma )}0,0{(),( =GFV . We have 0),(,0),( =−−=−− bdacGbdacF . It means  

 

)}0,0{(),(),( =∈−− GFVbdac . 

 

It means bdac == , . φ  injective. 
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